
proskin 60 enhancement training manual



W H Y  Y O U R  C L I E N T S  N E E D  D I G I TA L  D E T O X ?
Computers, mobile phones and other digital devices make life more convenient in many 
ways, but constant digital stimulation can overtax the eyes, neck, hands, arms and even 
the brain. This can lead to increased stress levels and lack of sleep, which can dull the 
appearance of the skin and accentuate signs of premature skin ageing.

A Digital Detox service gives the mind and body a break from digital overstimulation. 
Benefits can include: 

• less toxic stress
• more mindfulness
• a deeper connection to other people
• increased creativity
• more restful sleep
• better skin

Lowering stress can help decrease the skin’s reactivity, while restful sleep can provide 
dramatic effects on the skin due to increased blood flow. Increased downtime through a 
Digital Detox service also allows the skin to switch from “defence mode” to “regeneration 
mode,” so it focuses more on repairing and renewing itself. As a professional skin therapist, 
you can take advantage of this time to apply restorative ingredients such as vitamins A, 
C and E, which are found in many of our products (MultiVitamin Power Firm, MultiVitamin 
Power Recovery® Masque, etc.). These vitamins help accelerate the skin’s natural repair 
process, strengthen elasticity and improve smoothness while defending against Reactive 
Oxygen Species (ROS – free radicals). 

W H AT  I S  A  D I G I TA L  D E T O X ?
A Digital Detox is a customised ProSkin 60 service enhancement that allows your client 
to disconnect from the digital world and reconnect with the power of touch – all while you 
transform their skin to its healthiest-looking state ever.

This treatment not only addresses your client’s top skin concerns but also shows 
how Dermalogica promotes a healthy lifestyle by offering your client time to cleanse  
from digital pollution.

Introducing service enhancements to your business helps to keep your treatment offering 
fresh and provides new experiences for your regular treatment clients, as well as being a 
great introduction to services for new clients. The twist on the traditional ProSkin 60 offers 
you the platform to re-engage with previous clients who have not rebooked.



D I G I TA L  D E T O X  P R O T O C O L
The Digital Detox service enhancement is based on the ProSkin 60 modules with customisation. 
The overview below provides a quick reference guide on how long each section of the treatment 
will take, allowing more time to focus on Touch Therapy and Deep Treatment Modules.
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Neck Stretch

1. Apply 

Generously apply 6 dots 
to both eyes: 3 under 
the eye brow and  3 
under the eye.

2. Lift and Energise

Press and lift up at the 
inner, centre and outer 
corners of the eye 
brows. Hold each lift for 
1–2 seconds. Gently 
glide wands beneath the 
eyes, back to the brows. 
Repeat 3 times.

3. Press and Smooth

With medium to firm 
pressure, lift at the inner 
corners of the brows, 
then glide wands under 
the brows, draining to 
the temporal lymph 
nodes. Next, starting 
at the inner corners of 
the eyes, press and 
smooth wands under 
eyes, draining out to the 
temples. Repeat 3 times.

4. Brighten & De-puff

Gently perform small 
circles under the eyes, 
from the outer corners to 
the inner corners. Glide 
back toward the outer 
corners. Repeat 3 times.

5. Soften Lines

Beginning near the 
temple, draw small “t’s” 
by gliding with one wand 
upward and moving the 
other wand outward to 
the hairline. Repeat on 
each side 6 times.

6. Relax and Release

With alternating eye 
wands, draw a small 
“x” between brows to 
smooth lines and release 
tension.  Repeat 6 times.

7. Finish      

Circle around the eyes 
one time and complete 
the massage with 
small circles at temples 
6 times. Apply light 
pressure and remove 
wands. Gently massage 
in excess product.
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O P T I O N A L  E X P E R I E N C E  E N H A N C E M E N T S 
 
Consider investing in additional items which help to enhance the experience in your treatment room.

weighted blankets
Weighted blankets are designed to reduce stress and anxiety by mimicking the sensation of 
being hugged or embraced. Weighted blankets have been shown to regulate neurotransmitters 
in the brain - improving your mood and fostering restful sleep at the same time. The result 
is a reduction in cortisol levels and an increase in serotonin production, which decreases  
heart rate and blood pressure. 

weighted eye pillow or contour masque
Eye pillows or Contour Masque provide the sense of light pressure that disengages the client 
from outside light.

binaural beats
Binaural beats are a high-tech way to relax your mind and prepare for deep, restful sleep. 
Here’s how they work:

•  Two different sound frequencies play, along with a soothing background audio track
•  Your brain “hears” the difference between the two frequencies, and responds by quickly cycling 

to a state of deep relaxation. (In other words, you fall asleep more quickly!)

We designed the Sleep Sound track included to provide the benefits of binaural beats in an 
isochronic (single-tone) format, so that you can listen to it without headphones. Perfect to be 
played during the 20-minute-deep treatment module to induce relaxation. 



P O S T  T R E AT M E N T

Don’t underestimate the benefit of a good night’s sleep. Blue light from devices will delay the 
release of sleep-inducing melatonin.  Switch off technology at least 30 minutes before bedtime. If 
falling asleep is a problem, listen to binaural beats which induce relaxing, restorative sleep.  

Transform skin overnight by optimising on night-time skin recovery. Sound Sleep Cocoon™ is 
specifically formulated with motion-activated French Lavender Essential Oil (with Sandalwood and 
Patchouli) that works all night to promote deep, restful sleep for healthier-looking skin by morning. 

Establish a calming bedtime routine by applying Sound Sleep Cocoon™ using these steps to 
promote restful, regenerative sleep.

apply 
Dispense 1-2 pumps 
onto fingertips and 
gently apply over  

face and neck  
as the last step of  

night-time regimen.

massage 
Smooth onto skin with 
light fingertip circles. 

This begins the release  
of essential oils and 
aids in absorption of 
active ingredients.

breathe
Close eyes, cup hands 
over nose and mouth 

and breathe in deeply for 
3 seconds. Remove your 
hands and slowly exhale. 
Repeat for 15 seconds.

1 2 3

Constant digital stimulation puts strain on eyes. Try to regularly look away from the device screen 
every twenty minutes and focus on distant objects. This will relax the focusing muscle inside the 
eye, which in turn reduces eye fatigue. 

Stress Positive Eye Lift is an active, cooling cream-gel masque to energise skin and reduce visible 
signs of stress. This high-performance formula minimises the appearance of puffiness and dark 
circles and increases skin luminosity.  Use as needed for a quick boost, or daily to address signs 
of chronic eye fatigue. Try out the at home DIY to get maximum impact. 
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1. Apply 

Starting on the right 
eye, generously apply 
6 dots as shown

2. Lift and Energise 

Press and lift up at 
the inner centre and 
outer corners of your 
eye brow . Hold each 
lift for 1–2 seconds 
and glide between 
lifts. Continue to glide 
gently under your eye, 
back to your brow. 
Repeat all movements 
3 times on each eye.

3. Brighten and De-puff 

Gently circle under eye, from the outer corner 
to the inner corner

Glide back towards the outer corner. Repeat 
movements 3 times on each eye.

For Optimal Results leave product on skin for 
3-5 minutes. Massage in any excess, or tissue 
off. Follow with your prescribed Dermalogica 
eye treatment.

Skin Fitness Plans should include a comprehensive approach to supporting your client’s skin 
health post treatment.  Share the following advice to bring the digital detox experience home:



N O T E SN O T E S
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